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In this tutorial we learn MSP430 GPIO programming. This is also applicable to MSP430x2xxx devices such as MSP430G2553, MSP430G2231, etc. found on the Launchpad development board. Most contacts on MSP430 microcontrollers are grouped at a maximum of 8 Ports viz. C1 to P8. Each port is 8 bits wide and
has eight related contacts in i/O. These contacts are directly displayed in the respective port registers and therefore i/O pins can be manipulated independently. Only contacts in support of Ports P1 and P2 are terminated. In addition, each i/O pin also has customizable pull-up and pull-up resistors. Each port has a related
group of registers used to manage its own individual contacts. A bit of display and grouping of ports as shown below: the naming convention (as used in the Guide / Datasheet) for Pins is Px.y, where x is the port number (1 to 8) and y just pin code (0 to 7) in the port 'x'. For example : P1.1 refers to Pin number 1 port 1 ,
P2.4 refers to Pin number 4 in port 2. You'll see the same conventions used to mark up contacts on the MSP430 Launchpad development panel. The current version of the MSP430G2 Launchpad ships with MSP430G2553 and MSP430G2452. The old version (Rev1.4) is used to ship with MSP430G2231 and
MSP430G2211. However, programming is the same for all supported devices, unless mentioned. The GPIO unit has many registers. We will only go through some of the digital registries of the VA that are within this tutorial. I will cover the Interruption of Related Registers (viz. PxIFG, PxIES, PxIE) in another tutorial. 1.
PxDIR: This is the GPIO Direction Management Register. Installing any bit to 0 in this register set up the appropriate pin code, which will be used as input when adjusting it to 1, configuring it as Output. 2. PxIN (Readonly): Used to read i/O digital contacts that are configured as Input. 0 - Entrance OF THE WORLD, 1 -
Entrance high. 3. PxOUT: Used to write pin values directly when the resistors are pulled/pulled. 0 - Exit LOW, 1 - Exit high. When pull/pull resistors are turned on: 0 th Pin is pulled down, 1 pin pulls up. 4. RxREN: For contacts configured as input, PxREN is used to enable a pull-up/down resistor for a given contact and
PxOUT in conjunction with PxREN used to select either a Pullup or a retractable resistor. Installing a little to 1 will allow you to pull up/down the resistor for the appropriate pin when installing it on 0 will disable the same. PxDIR PxREN PxOUT I/O Config 0 0 X Input with disabled resistors 0 1 0 Entry with internal
Pulldown included 0 1 1 Entry with internal Pullup included 1 X X output - PxREN has no effect 5. PxSEL and PxSEL2: Since most port pins up to 4 different functions, we need a mechanism to select these functions. It is achived using PxSEL and PxSEL2 registers. Bit combinations of these registers for a particular
contact code will select a specific contact code function. Bit Bit As the one below: PxSEL2 (nth bit) PxSEL (nth bit) Pin Function 0 0 GPIO (Digital I/O) Feature 0 1 Primary peripheral function 1 0 Reserved. Check with a specific sheet of your device's data. 1 Secondary peripheral function also notes that PxSEL/PxSEL2
registers do not change the direction of the pin as required by the module function. Make sure you set the right contact direction as required by an alternative function using the PxDIR register. Premise: Before we start programming gpio you should have a basic understanding of the binary and hexadecetic system and
Bitwise operations in C/C, here are two tutorials that can pass (or if you are already familiar with them you can skip these and continue below) : msp430.h is a common headline for all MSP430 devices. This title identifies your device and accordingly includes a specific device header. Each of the device's specific
headheadheads also includes bits of viz definition. BIT0 to BITF. Where BITn is equivalent (1'lt;lt;n), i.e. the location of nth bit 1 and the rest of the bits 0s. Now let's see how we can assign values to registers. We can use Hexadecimal hexagon notation and decimal notation to assign values. If the compiler supports other
notations, such as binary notation, you can use this as well. Let's say we want to set the PIN 6 of Port 1 as a output. Here's what you can do: CASE 1. P1DIR (1'lt; In many scenarios should avoid case 1, as we directly assign value to the register. When some or one bit needs to be changed. The first thing to note here is
that the previous zeros in hexadecimal notations can be ignored because they don't make sense because we work with unsigned values here (only positive ones) that are assigned to the Registers. for example. 0x4 and 0x04 mean the same. that represents the Big Endian Format. So bit 0 is the 1st bit on the right, bit 1
is the 2nd bit on the right and so on. BIT and PIN numbers are indexed to zero (0). Ex. 1) Consider that we want to set up Pin 0 port 1 i.e. P1.0 as an outlet and want to drive it high. This can be done: P1DIR and BIT0; Just like (1'lt; Ex. 2) Creating a output configured Pin P1.4 LOW individually without affecting other bits
can be done as follows: P1DIR Setting P1.4 as a P1OUT (BIT4); Only P1.4 is made by LOW Ex. 3) Setting up P1.4 and P1.6 as exit and exit Their high together: P1DIR BIT6; Config P1.4 and P1.6 as exit P1OUT BIT6; Drive P1.4 and P1.6 HIGHT Ex. 4) Set up all port pins 1 (P1.0 to P1.7) as output and set them high:
P1DIR and 0xFF; Config all P1 contacts like P1OUT and 0xFF output; Drive all THE CONTACTS HIGH Ex. 5) In this example example, We've configured Pin P1.3 as input with internal Pullup enabled: P1DIR and BIT3; Config P1.3 as input (it will be in any case input after reset) P1REN and BIT3; Include Pullup/Down for
P1.3 P1OUT and BIT3; Select pullup resistor for P1.3 Ex. 6) We can check the current state of the P1.3 input pin, configured above as if (P1IN and BIT3) -/P1.3 is HIGH - else /P1.3 is LOW and Ex. 7) Lets, say, we set up P1.4 as an input with the puller resistance enabled, and we want to continuously scan P1.4 until
LOW appears on contact. This can be achieved as follows: P1DIR and BIT4; Set up P1.4 as P1REN and BIT4 input; Include Pullup/down for P1.4 P1OUT and BIT4; Select Pullup resistor for P1.4 if (..) /some condition or parent cycle - while (!) P1IN AND BIT4) ); Wait until P1.4 is LOW (busy waiting) / do something after
the cycle stops / Note: Examples (Demo programs) below, assume the default rate. I tested the below program using CCS V6.2.0 on MSP430G2231/MSP430G2211, but it will also work on MSP430G2553/MSP430G2452 and other compatible microcontrollers. Blinky Code Example The most common example for GPIO
is the flashing OF THED. Here we go contact 0 port 1 (P1.0) HIGH, that LOW in the cycle (Toggle). P1.0 is connected to LED1 on the launchpad Development board. We will use the internal function of __delay_cycles (unsigned long cycles). As is obvious, it generates a delay in the number of hourly cycles given as an
argument. However, this is not a recommended method for generating delays and should be avoided. I used it in the example below just for the sake of brevity. To generate delays using a timer, please check my MSP430 Timer Tutorial. #include zlt;msp430.h'int main (emptiness) - WDTCTL - WDTPW WDTHOLD; Stop
the watchdog's timer to prevent the reset of PUC P1DIR Setting P1.0 as a withdrawal while (1) - P1OUT NO BIT0; Toggle P1.0 - LED flashes __delay_cycles (400,000); / The aforementioned code is the same as: P1OUT NO BIT0; Drive P1.0 HIGH - LED1 ON __delay_cycles(400000); P1OUT AND BIT0; Drive P1.0
LOW - LED1 OFF __delay_cycles (400,000); B/ //return 0; Normally, this won't perform - the LED switch with the switch button In this example program we will customize P1.3 as input and monitor it for THE LOW on the pin. P.3 is connected to the Push Switch (S2) button on the launch pad. We will use LED2 i.e. P1.6 as
an outlet. Originally LED2 will be ON. Whenever we press the S2 button it will switch the LED state. #include zlt;msp430.h'int main (emptiness) - WDTCTL - WDTPW WDTHOLD; Stop the watchdog's timer to The PUC P1DIR reset clearly makes P1.3 as input - even if by default its input is P1REN and BIT3; Include
Pullup/Down P1OUT and BIT3; Choose Pullup P1DIR and BIT6; Set up P1.6 (LED2) as A P1OUT and BIT6 output; DRIVE output HIGH initially while (1) if (!) P1IN and BIT3) / Evaluates the truth for 'LOW' on P1.3 - P1OUT and BIT6; Switch state P1.6 while (!) P1IN AND BIT3) ); wait until the zlt;/msp430.h'gt;
zlt;/msp430.h'gt; Released - /return 0; This will not run normally - Using switches as input data will result in bouncing, which is a false change in input until the switch contacts stabilize. This can be filtered using debouncing techniques, either in software or hardware. Simple equipment deruncation techniques include an
RC filter with Hysteresis (Schmitt Trigger). Now let's change the example above so that when you press a button, the LED2 will glow and when released or not pressed the LED will not glow. If you don't press the switch, the inner resistor will force the entrance to a high state. #include int main - WDTCTL - WDTPW
WDTHOLD; Stop the watchdog's timer to prevent the reset of the PUC P1DIR clearly makes P1.3 as input - even if by default its input is P1REN and BIT3; Include Pullup/Down P1OUT and BIT3; Choose Pullup P1DIR and BIT6; Set up P1.6 (LED2) as A P1OUT and BIT6 output; Turn off the LED2 initially while (1) if (!)
P1IN - BIT3) ) - P1OUT -1OUT -1 BIT6; Input LOW - turn led by ON - else - P1OUT - BIT6; Input HIGH - the turn led to off/return 0; normally, this will not be performed by the zlt;/msp430.h'gt;
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